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LATE SEASON DISEASES.  . Two more late season diseases that 
infect senescing plants when the weather is favorable for infection 
(plenty of rain from the two big storms) were spotted this week--
Septoria leafspot on flowering dogwood and on red-stemmed 
dogwood (Cornus sericea) and Cercospora leafspot on big-leaved 

What's Hot!

BROWN MARMORATED STINK BUGS are beginning to make their 
return to homes, sheds, woodpiles or other structures as our 
evening temperatures cool.  They were first found in Allentown in 
1996 and have been a fall invader or nuisance pest ever since. 
This insect has spread its range to 27 States  from the West Coast 
north to Wyoming, south to Mississippi and along the Eastern 
seaboard. Recent observations have found these insects feeding 
on ornamental plants in addition to the vast problems they are 
causing in fruit orchards and other agriculture commodities.

Brown Marmorated Stink Bug (BMSB) nymphs have orange colored 
abdomens with light brown-black bands and a dark brown to 
black thorax.  Adults have the typical stink bug shape with a 
mottled brown color and pungent odor when disturbed.  The 
sides of adult abdomens have white triangular bands and their 
antennae have two white bands.  Females often lay egg masses of 
about 28 eggs on the underside of leaves.  Research on this pest 
suggests one generation per year for our area; however other 
areas may experience more.  

Like other stink bugs, it feeds by inserting its sucking mouthparts 
into leaves and fruit of desired plants. Fruit distortion from 
stinkbug feeding can be referred to as “Cat-Facing”. Hundreds of 
hosts have been identified and BMSB has become a serious pest 
fruit trees and has been found in soybean, corn, pepper, and 
tomato fields.  Growers from neighboring states have found stink 
bugs feeding on elms, tree lilac, redbuds, crabapple, hydrangea, 
cherry and hackberry.  Trees ooze sap out of the feeding hole left 
by the BMSB piercing mouthpart.  They were also found on 
Paulownia, ash, roses, butterfly bush, crape myrtle, Chinese privet 
and forsythia at the University of Delaware farm.

Research is underway to determine the impact this insect will 
have on ornamental plants.  Currently, for the green industry, its 
main impact is as a nuisance pest. Therefore, control methods 
should be primarily directed at monitoring for desired plants that 

View pictures at http://sites.udel.edu/
ornamentals/
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Are Japanese  

Now is the time to check Japanese stilt 
grass for flowering.  As soon as you see 
flowers form, cut the grass back to the 
ground. Since stilt grass is an annual, 
preventing seeds from maturing will 
reduce the seed bank that can germinate 
next year.  Of course, Japanese stilt grass 
is so pervasive there will always be some 
seeds present, but preventing seed 
development helps get an existing patch 
under control.  

(Continued)
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are heavily damaged and refraining from 
treating unnecessarily. Reduced risk 
pesticides and pesticides replacing OPs 
have generally been ineffective.  
Pyrethroids have been used, however BMSB 
have demonstrated some recovery from 
this pesticide.  Research is underway to 
find an effective pesticide.  Natural 
enemies (parasitoids, birds, spiders) in our 
area do attack BMSB, however only at low 
levels (~5%). 

For nuisance infestations indoors, one may 
choose to simply vacuum them up and or 
otherwise dispose of them. Restricting 
BMSB entry by caulking/sealing exterior 
gaps or fixing screens helps to keep them 
out. Pesticide applications to exterior 
structural surfaces would only be 
warranted as a last resort in extreme 
circumstances. Educating others to do the 
same with this nuisance invader is also an 
important strategy.

Insects (Continued)
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and oak-leaved hydrangeas. Septoria leafspot symptoms are purple-red angular spots that might be confused with 
anthracnose. They can be numerous and cause some late season premature defoliation. Cercospora leafspot on 
hydrangea symptoms can vary by host. On big leaved hydrangea, look for elliptical purple bordered spots with a 
gray center. On oak leaved hydrangea, the spots are purple but are more angular. This late in the season neither 
disease will affect plant health so no controls are necessary. 

MUSHROOMS. We are seeing a flush of mushrooms after recent rains. Some of these are the fairy ring mushrooms 
that appear in turf mostly. Large circles or arcs of parasol mushrooms are seen. Some of them stimulate grass so 
you see rings or arcs of darker green grass with or without the mushrooms. Another type will prevent water 
penetrating the soil so the turf dries out and can die. With the stimulator type, you can mask the green patches by 
fertilizing the grass now or apply iron chelates to green up everything. With hydrophobic mushrooms, core aerating 
and spraying wetting agents to get water penetration will help the turf recover.  Stink horn fungi have been 
appearing in mulched beds.  These erect mushrooms with stinky brown slime on the caps are harmless and can be 
raked out or chopped off with a hoe. They emerge from the organic matter from a solid white spherical growth 
slightly smaller than a golf ball. These can be removed as well. Be on the lookout for mushrooms or conks on trees 
at this time. Many of the plant pathogenic tree decay fungi fruit in the fall and this is a good time to diagnose tree 
decline symptoms if and when the mushrooms are present.
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